
Wrong ruling by TDSAT: 

         We are shocked to note recent wrong ruling by TDSAT( Telecom Dispute Settlement 

Apelate Tribunal) on the issue of sharing of 3G spectrum by some private telecom companies out 

of their  licence areas.  

           When 3G spectrum was auctioned  several years ago the then Telecom Minister thrusted 

upon the BSNL 3G spectrum licence for all circles in the country in the grab of Pan India licence 

and took away huge amount(Nearly 14,000 Crs) from BSNL. That was the starting point of 

disturbances in the financial position of BSNL because of this  BSNL was compelled to provide 

3G  services even in areas like Manipur and Mizoram when there is  no demand  for 3G services. 

However private telecom companies availed licences for 3G spectrum only in few circles where 

demand for 3G services are there. Thus these private telecom companies paid a minimum amount 

as licence fee even that too with bank loans. But these private telecom companies worked out a 

tie-up amongst them to share the 3G spectrum in these circles  where they do not have  the 

licences for 3G spectrum and operation of 3G services. 

            This is clear violation of rules and hence an illegal act.  Rightly the DOT slapped a fine of 

Rs 12,000 crores on these private telecom companies for this violation immediately. These private 

telecom companies oppsed the  order of DOT and started litigation against it. However the Delhi 

High Court endorsed the decision of DOT and refused to give any relief to the private telecom 

companies who demanded the cancellation of fine amount on their appeal against the judgment  of 

Delhi  Highcourt  the Supreme court referred  the case back to TADSAT. Now the TDSAT  has 

given a favorable  ruling to the private telecom companies and cancelled the fine imposed among 

them by DOT. 

            We have strong doubts that the  delivery  of justice is derailed in this case due to  some 

other factors. When BSNL was made to pay a very heavy amount as licence fee for  for providing 

3G services to its customers throughout the country is it fair and justified to waive the same for 

private telecom companies and allow them to operate 3G services beyond their licenced areas?. 

  In our country one cannot drive a bus or lorry with a two wheeler’s  driving licence unless he 

posseses a separate heavy vehicle licence. Hence approving the illegal activities of private telecom 

operators to operate 3G services in Non_ licenced area is wrong and unjustified. Only god may 

know what has actually happened behind the screens to see such a wrong rulings from TDSAT. 

Unfortunately no trade union in BSNL looks this issue seriously till now which will kill the BSNL 

in the long run. We must immediately wake up from our slumber to agitate against the grass 

discrimination in 3G spectrum allotment between public sector and Private sector companies. We 

hope the DOT/BSNL will not delay to file a review petition  in the  Supreme court against the one 

sided and biased ruling of TDSAT. BSNL management should also try to implede in the proposed 

litigation or else prepare a fresh case in the Supreme court against the discrimination in allotment 

of 3G spectrum and permitting the private telecom companies to operate 3G services in the Non- 

licenced circles. 
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